Outstanding Academic Titles, 2016

Choice's annual list of the most significant print and electronic works reviewed during the year.

Choosing the works that constitute our annual Outstanding Academic Titles list—affectionately known as the OATs—takes an entire year of effort.

Each of the subject editors here at Choice combs through the hundreds of titles that were identified as potential OATs over the course of 2016 (we published some 5,500 reviews last year).

What makes a title outstanding? It must achieve a minimum recommendation of “highly recommended.” From there, editors, with the help of the reviewer’s critique and their own subject area expertise, weigh a title’s impact on its category. Is it a groundbreaking release? Unusually comprehensive? Does it advance a particular area of study? Has it emerged as a core title for an undergraduate collection? Lastly, did it earn superlatives such as these from our intrepid reviewers:

“[It] does everyone a valuable service.”

“The fieldwork is exceptional and wide-ranging.”

“A must read.”

“Thoughtful, highly readable, and provocative.”

This year’s list features almost 500 titles in 48 disciplines and subsections from 134 publishers. But overall, the OATs reflect the sheer volume of publishing excellence happening in the scholarly market. It’s gratifying to think we can present a list of such distinguished work that’s hundreds of titles long. Indeed, this prestigious list is perhaps Choice’s most anticipated feature of the year—by librarians and publishers alike—and often influences purchasing decisions for the coming year. Choice congratulates the authors, editors, and publishers who made the list and whose work is so vital to the scholarly endeavor.

REFERENCE

General

ACI Scholarly Blog Index, from ACI Information Group. Annual academic subscription based on FTE begins at $1,000 for up to 5,000 FTE; consortial discounts may apply. URL: https://scholar.aci.info/  Jun'16, 53-4190

Encyclopaedia of Islam Three, ed. by Kate Fleet et al. Brill. Annual academic subscription is $3,800.00; outright purchase for bundled editions is $31,730.00, with annual fee of $1,170.00. URL: http://referenceworks.brillonline.com/browse/encyclopaedia-of-islam-3  Dec'16, 54-1505

Garner, Bryan A. The Chicago guide to grammar, usage, and punctuation. Chicago, 2016. 583p bibl indexes afp ISBN 9780226188850, $45.00; ISBN 9780226191294 ebook, $45.00; Dec'16, 54-1506


Oxford Classical Dictionary, digital edition, ed. by Sander Goldberg. Oxford. Annual academic subscription is $1,035.00 to $3,115.00, based on institution size/type; simultaneous users/unlimited use options available. URL: http://classics.oxfordre.com/ Sep'16, 54-0004

Oxford Islamic Studies Online Oxford. Annual academic subscription begins at $1,135 for single user, $1,935 for unlimited use, based on FTE. Also available for perpetual access beginning at $9,300. URL: http://www.oxfordislamictudies.com/Feb'16, 53-2464


Humanities

Science & Technology


Encyclopedia of mental health, ed. by Howard S. Friedman. 2nd ed. Elsevier/Academic Press, 2015. 4v bibl index ISBN 9780123970459, $1,475.00; ISBN 9780123977553 ebook, $1,475.00; Aug'16, 53-5071


Social & Behavioral Sciences

1916: portraits and lives, ed. by Lawrence William White and James Quinn; intro by Patrick Maumee; illustrated by David Rooney. Royal Irish Academy, 2015. 167p bibl index ISBN 9781908996381, $60.00; ISBN 9781908996824 ebook, contact publisher for price; Jun'16, 53-4211


MIRACLES: an encyclopedia of people, places, and supernatural events from antiquity to the present, ed. by Patrick J. Hayes. ABC-CLIO, 2016. 478p bibl index afp ISBN 9781606959885, $89.00; ISBN 9781606959922 ebook, contact publisher for price; Sep'16, 53-2471


Presidential Recordings Digital Edition, ed. by Marc J. Silverstone. Virginia. One-time purchase price ranges from $370.00 to $3,697.00 depending on institutional type; annual maintenance fee. URL: http://prde.upress.virginia.edu/ Mar'16, 53-2915


Victorian Popular Culture. Adam Matthew. Contact publisher for pricing (based on Carnegie Classification and JISC); includes nominal hosting fee, payable annually. URL: http://www.victorianpopularculture.amdigital.co.uk Jan ’16, 53-2044


Art & Architecture

Beauty and identity: Islamic art from the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, ed. by Linda Komaroff; with John Hix et al. Los Angeles County Museum of Art/Yale, 2016. 308p ISBN 9781943042036, $65.00; Nov ’16, 54-1033


Brodie, Judith. Three centuries of American prints from the National Gallery of Art, ed. by Judith Brodie, Amy Johnston, and Michael J. Lewis; with contributions by John Fagg et al. Thames & Hudson, 2016. 347p bibl index afp ISBN 9780500239520, $60.00; Dec ’16, 54-1539

Clare, Claudia. Subversive ceramics. Bloomsbury Academic, 2016. 160p bibl index ISBN 9781472528544, $60.00; ISBN 9781474257978 ebook, contact publisher for price; Nov ’16, 54-1035

Colour: the art & science of illuminated manuscripts, ed. by Stella Panayotova; with the assistance of Deirdre Jackson and Paola Ricciardi. Harper, 2016. 420p bibl index ISBN 9781909400566, $98.00; Dec ’16, 54-1540


Mackie, Louise W. Symbols of power: luxury textiles from Islamic lands, 7th to 21st century. Cleveland Museum of Art, 2015. (Dist. by Yale) 500p bibl index ISBN 9780300206098, $85.00; May ’16, 53-3807


Nolaughingmatter: visual humor inideas of race, nationality, and ethnicity, ed. by
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Communication

Consalvo, Mia. Atari to Zelda: Japan's videogames in global contexts. MIT, 2016. 259p index afp ISBN 9780262034395, $32.00; ISBN 9780262332187 ebook, $23.00; Dec'16, 54-1567


Language & Literature


Fine Arts

America after the fall: painting in the 1930s, ed. by Judith A. Barter; with essays by Judith A. Barter et al. Art Institute of Chicago, 2016. (Dist. by Yale) 201p bibl index ISBN 9780300214857, $50.00; ISBN 9780865592827 pbk, $30.00; Dec'16, 54-1549


Marks, P. J. M. An anthology of decorated papers: a sourcebook for designers. Thames & Hudson/British Library, 2016. 256p bibl index ISBN 9780500518120, $60.00; Jul'16, 53-4666

Orth, Myra D. Renaissance manuscripts: the sixteenth century. Harvey Miller, 2016. 2v bibl indexes ISBN 9781872501307, $325.00; Oct'16, 54-0514

Photography


Shanes, Eric. Young Mr Turner: the first forty years, 1775–1815. Yale, 2016. 538p bibl index afp ISBN 9780300140651, $150.00; Oct'16, 54-0516


Architecture

Giro, Christophe. The course of landscape architecture: a history of our designs on the natural world, from prehistory to the present. Thames & Hudson, 2016. 352p index ISBN 9780500342978, $30.00; ISBN 9781785391651 ebook, contact publisher for price; Nov'16, 54-1049


African & Middle Eastern

Asian & Oceanian
Bernards, Brian. Writing the South Seas: imagining the Nanyang in Chinese and Southeast Asian postcolonial literature. Washington, 2016. 270p bibl index afp ISBN 9780299599014, $50.00; ISBN 9780295806150 ebook, contact publisher for price; Sep’16, 54-0087

Classical


English & American
The Cambridge guide to the worlds of Shakespeare: v.1: Shakespeare’s world, 1500–1600; v.2: The world’s Shakespeare, 1660–present, ed. by Bruce R. Smith. Cambridge, 2016. 2v bibl index ISBN 9781107057258, $650.00; Aug’16, 53-5157
Napier, Elizabeth R. Defoe’s major fiction: accounting for the self. Delaware, 2016. 157p bibl index afp ISBN 9781611496130, $70.00; ISBN 9781611496147 ebook, contact publisher for price; Sep’16, 54-0108
Germanic


Romance


Slavic


Performing Arts


Marks, Laura U. Hanan al-cinema: affections for the moving image. MIT, 2015. 400p index ISBN 9780262029308, $30.00; ISBN 9780262331067 ebook, $21.00; Apr’16, 53-3436


Music

Bradley, Doug. We gotta get out of this place: the soundtrack of the Vietnam War, by Doug Bradley and Craig Werner. Massachusetts, 2015. 256p index afp ISBN 9781625341976, $90.00; ISBN 9781625341624 pbk, $26.95; ISBN 9781613763698 ebook, contact publisher for price; Apr’16, 53-3440


Theater & Dance


Philosophy


Copenhaver, Brian R. Magic in Western culture: from antiquity to the Enlightenment. Cambridge, 2015. 600p bibl index ISBN 9781107070523, $125.00; ISBN 9781136309544 ebook, $100.00; Mar’16, 53-3023


The Zohar = [Sefer ha-Zohar], translation and commentary by Daniel C. Matt. Stanford, 2016. 928p bibl index afp ISBN 9780804794404, $80.00; Sep’16, 54-0176
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY


History of Science & Technology


Astronautics & Astronomy


Biology


DeSalle, Rob. Welcome to the microbiome: getting to know the trillions of bacteria and other microbes in, on, and around you, by Rob DeSalle and Susan L. Perkins; illustrated by Patricia J. Wynne. Yale, 2015. 243p bibl index afp ISBN 9780300208405, $32.50; ISBN 9780300216325 ebook, contact publisher for price; Mar’16, 53-3062


Zlatanova, Jordanka. Molecular biology: structure and dynamics of genomes and proteomes, by Jordanka Zlatanova

Botany
The Botanical treasury: celebrating 40 of the world’s most fascinating plants through historical art and manuscripts, ed. by Christopher Mills. Chicago, 2016. 175p bibli index afp ISBN 9780226369341 pbk, $50.00; Sep’16, 54-0197


Zoology


Mahale chimpanzees: 50 years of research, ed. by Michio Nakamura et al. Cambridge, 2015. 780p bibli index ISBN 9781107052314, $175.00; ISBN 9781107280533 ebook, $140.00; Aug’16, 53-5254


Winkler, David W. Bird families of the world: an invitation to the spectacular diversity of birds, by David W. Winkler, Shawna M. Billeman, and Irby J. Lovette. Lynx Edicions, 2015. 599p bibli index afp ISBN 9788494189203, $96.00; Oct’16, 54-0670

Chemistry


Earth Science

Global volcanic hazards and risk, ed. by Susan C. Loughlin et al. Cambridge, 2015. 388p bibli index ISBN 9781107111752, $120.00; Apr’16, 53-3521


Engineering


Hundley, Norris Jr. *Heavy ground: William Mulholland and the St. Francis Dam disaster*, by Norris Hundley Jr. and Donald C. Jackson. California, 2016. 439p index (Western histories, 8) ISBN 9780520287662, $55.00; Aug'16, 53-5265


Health Sciences


Information & Computer Science


Mathematics


Corry, Leo. *A brief history of numbers*. Oxford, 2015. 309p bibl index-
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Sports & Recreation


SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES


Aging and the digital life course, ed. by David Prendergast and Chiara Garattini. Berghahn Books, 2015. 289p bibl index afp (Life course, culture and aging: global transformations, 3) ISBN 9781782386919, $120.00; Mar'16, 53-3111


Montgomery, Scott L. *The shape of the new: four big ideas and how they made the modern world*, by Scott L. Montgomery and Daniel Chirot. Princeton, 2015. 492p bibl index afp ISBN 9780691150642, $35.00; Apr'16, 53-3559


Roorda, Rhonda M. *In their voices: black Americans on transracial adop-
Anthropology


Bourget, Steve. Sacrifice, violence, and ideology among the Moche: the rise of social complexity in ancient Peru. Texas, 2016. 431p bibl index afp ISBN 9781477308738, $75.00; ISBN 9781477308721 eBook, contact publisher for price; Dec’16, 54-1812


Redman, Samuel J. Bone rooms: from scientific racism to human prehistory in museums. Harvard, 2016. 373p bibl index afp ISBN 9780674660410, $29.95; Sep’16, 54-0258


Business, Management & Labor


Grem, Darren E. The blessings of business: how corporations shaped conser-


**Education**


**Being at home: race, institutional culture and transformation at South African higher education institutions**, ed. by Pedro Tabensky and Sally Matthews. University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2015. 322p bibl index ISBN 9781869142902 pbk, $32.00; Jan’16, 53-2290


Finn, Chester E. Jr. *Failing our brightest kids: the global challenge of educating high-ability students*. Harvard Education Press, 2015. 299p index ISBN 9781612588429, $64.00; ISBN 9781612588412 pbk, $32.00; Feb’16, 53-2711


Possett, Julie R. *Inside graduate admissions: merit, diversity, and faculty gatekeeping*. Harvard, 2016. 250p bibl index afp ISBN 9780674088696, $35.00; Jun’16, 53-4484


History, Geography & Area Studies

The Cambridge history of the Second World War: v.1: Fighting the war; v.2: Politics and ideology; v.3: Total war: economy, society and culture, ed. by John Ferris et al. Cambridge, 2015. 3v bibliography ISBN 9781107010177, $450.00; Mar'16, 53-3156


Debarbieux, Bernard. The mountain: a political history from the Enlightenment to the present, by Bernard Debarbieux and Gilles Rudaz; tr. by Jane Marie Todd. Chicago, 2015. 354p bibliography ISBN 9780226031118, $50.00; ISBN 9780226031255 ebook, contact publisher for price; Apr'16, 53-3608


Rendering nature: animals, bodies, places, politics, ed. by Marguerite S. Shaffer and Phoebe S. K. Young. Pennsylvania, 2015. 403p bibliography ISBN 9780812247251, $55.00; Feb'16, 53-2717


Africa


Cultural landscape heritage in sub-Saharan Africa, ed. by John Beardsley. Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, 2016. 478p bibliography ISBN 9780884024101, $60.00; Nov'16, 54-1330


Southall, Roger. The new black middle class in South Africa. James Currey, 2016. 269p bibliography ISBN 9781847011435, $45.00; Dec'16, 54-1865

Ancient History


The BP exhibition: sunken cities: Egypt's lost worlds, ed. by Franck Goddio and Aurélie Masson-Berghoff. Thames & Hudson/British Museum, 2016. 273p bibliography ISBN 9780500515856, $60.00; Dec'16, 54-1866


Hawass, Zahi. *Scanning the pharaohs: CT Imaging of the New Kingdom royal mummies*, by Zahi Hawass and Sahar N. Saleem; ed. by Sue D'Auria. American University in Cairo, 2016. 318p bibl index ISBN 9789774166730, $59.95; Sep’16, 54-3035


Asia & Oceania


Kersten, Carool. *Islam in Indonesia: the contest for society, ideas and values*. Oxford, 2016. 373p bibl index afp ISBN 9780190247775 pbk, $45.00; ISBN 9789048516254 ebook, contact publisher for price; Sep’16, 54-0310


Central & Eastern Europe


Latin America & the Caribbean


Middle East & North Africa


North America
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Anderson, Devery S. Emmett Till: the murder that shook the world and propelled the civil rights movement. University Press of Mississippi, 2015. 532p bibli index afp ISBN 97808196802842, $40.00; Mar’16, 53-3182


Beyond germs: Native depopulation in North America, ed. by Catherine M. Cameron, Paul Kelton, and Alan C. Swedlund. Arizitona, 2015. 275p bibli index afp ISBN 9780816500246, $60.00; Mar’16, 53-3183


Campney, Brent M. S. This is not Dixie: racist violence in Kansas, 1861-1927. Illinois, 2015. 281p bibli index afp ISBN 9780252039508, $50.00; Mar’16, 53-3186


Woolford, Andrew. *This benevolent experiment: Indigenous boarding schools, genocide, and redress in Canada and the United States.* University of Manitoba, 2015. 431p bibl index afp ISBN 9780887557866 pbk, $27.95; Jan’16, 53-2371

United Kingdom


Western Europe


Katz, Ethan B. *The burdens of brotherhood: Jews and Muslims from North Africa to France.* Harvard, 2015. 466p bibl index afp ISBN 9780674088689, $35.00; Apr’16, 53-3681


Comparative Politics


Political Science


Yuracko, Kimberly A. Gender nonconformity and the law. Yale, 2016. 248p index afp ISBN 9780300125856, $85.00; Jul'16, 53-4981

Animal Subjects 2.0

Jody Castricano and Lauren Corman, editors

542 pp. • 11 colour illus. • 6 x 9 • $42.99 paper
978-1-77112-210-8

Intertwining analyses of gender, disability, culture, and race into species, this collection demonstrates that respect for difference rather than similarity marks a vibrant turn in thinking about nonhuman animals as well as our entangled relationships with them.

Struggles for Justice in Canada and Mexico

Themes and Theories about Social Mobilization

Linda Snyder

308 pages • 11 b/w illus. • 6 x 9 • $39.99 paper
978-1-77112-278-8

Case studies of Canadian and Mexican communities struggling for justice illustrate social mobilization and community organizing theory. Examples include the poor, women, and indigenous people developing income-generating projects; and taking action to promote health, decent housing, and a safe environment.

Governing Cities Through Regions

Canadian and European Perspectives

Rogier Keil, Pierre Hamel, Julie-Anne Boudreau, and Stefan Küfner, editors

418 pages • 6 x 9 • $39.99 paper
978-1-77112-277-1

Deepens our understanding of metropolitan governance through an innovative comparative project on the subject of regional governance in Canada and Europe.


Satter, David. *The less you know, the better you sleep: Russia’s road to terror and dictatorship under Yeltsin and Putin*. Yale, 2016. 224p bibl index apf ISBN 9780300211429, $30.00; ISBN 9780300221145 ebook, contact publisher for price; Sep’16, 54-0386


International Relations


Political Theory


Moore, Matthew J. *Buddhism and political theory*. Oxford, 2016. 198p bibl index apf ISBN 9780190465513, $74.00; ISBN 9780190465537 ebook, contact publisher for price; Nov’16, 54-1453


U.S. Politics


Controlling the message: new media in American political campaigns, ed. by Victoria A. Farrar-Myers and Justin S. Vaughn. New York University, 2015. 316p bibl index apf ISBN 9781479867592 pbk, $30.00; Mar’16, 53-3272


Feltus, William J. *Inside campaigns: elections through the eyes of political pro-
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Ginsberg, Benjamin. *Presidential government*. Yale, 2016. 492p bibl index afp ISBN 9780300212068 pbk, $45.00; Sep’16, 54-0423


Vaughn, Justin S. *Czars in the White House: the rise of policy czars as presidential management tools*, by Justin S. Vaughn and José D. Villalobos. Michigan, 2015. 236p bibl index afp ISBN 9780472119585, $75.00; Jan’16, 53-2433


**Psychology**


**Sociology**


Cox, Aimee Meredith. *Shapeshifters: black girls and the choreography of citizenship*. Duke, 2015. 280p bibl index afp ISBN 9780822359432, $94.95;
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ISBN 9780822359319 pbk, $25.95; ISBN 9780822375371 ebook, contact publisher for price; Feb’16, 53-2878


Queering the countryside: new frontiers in rural queer studies, ed. by Mary L. Gray, Colin R. Johnson, and Brian J. Gilley. New York University, 2016. 396p bibli index afp ISBN 9781479830770, $89.00; ISBN 9781479880584 pbk, $30.00; ISBN 9781479890897 ebook, contact publisher for price; Oct’16, 54-0983


Long Live Librarianship!

Sign Up For a Free ACRL-Choice Webinar

Stay current on library trends, and discover more about where the field is headed.

Industry experts lead these 60-minute interactive presentations, covering topics like digital publishing, research trends, and open access. Take a look at our upcoming webinars, and save yourself a virtual seat.

Visit www.choice360.org for more information.

CHOICE Start with better options ACRL Association of College and Research Libraries